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36
37

ABSTRACT:

38

DNA is routinely recovered in criminal investigations. The sensitivity of laboratory

39

equipment and DNA profiling kits means that it is possible to generate DNA profiles from

40

very small amounts of cellular material. As a consequence, it has been shown that DNA we

41

detect may not have arisen from a direct contact with an item, but rather through one or more

42

intermediaries. Naturally the questions arising in court, particularly when considering trace

43

DNA, are of how DNA may have come to be on an item. While scientists cannot directly

44

answer this question, forensic biological results can help in discriminating between alleged

45

activities. Much experimental research has been published showing the transfer and

46

persistence of DNA under varying conditions, but as of yet the results of these studies have

47

not been combined to deal with broad questions about transfer mechanisms. In this work we

48

use published data and Bayesian networks to develop a statistical logical framework by

49

which questions of transfer mechanism can be approached probabilistically. We also identify

50

a number of areas where further work could be carried out in order to improve our knowledge

51

base when helping to address questions about transfer mechanisms. Finally, we apply the

52

constructed Bayesian network to ground truth known data to determine if, with current

53

knowledge, there is any power in DNA quantities to distinguish primary and secondary

54

transfer events.

55
56

INTRODUCTION:

57

DNA profiling evidence is commonplace in the courtroom for a variety of criminal offences.

58

Powerful tools [1-7] exist that can help evaluate questions of whether or not the DNA of a

59

person of interest (POI), or a combination of DNA from multiple POIs, is present in a

60

particular DNA extract. Increasing so, with the advent of ever more sensitive DNA profiling

61

systems and laboratory hardware, the value of such queries about DNA is being questioned.

62

In fact, what is being questioned is not the reliability of the DNA profiling results, nor the

63

evaluation of the DNA profile, but rather the significance of those findings in relation to how

64

they support different activity-level propositions suggested by, for example, the competing

65

assertions of the prosecution and defence. Such propositions are described as being activity

66

level within the concept of the hierarchy of propositions [8]. One common question is

67

whether the DNA that has been detected from an examined item was deposited by being

68

directly handled (known as a primary transfer event) or whether there was an intermediary

69

object that acted as a vector to transfer the DNA from the POI ultimately to the item in
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70

question (known as a secondary transfer event).

Naturally, scenarios that explain the

71

presence of DNA on an object need not be limited to primary and secondary transfers, and

72

there has been literature that documents instances of tertiary and even quaternary transfer

73

events [9]. The mode of transfer by which DNA came to be on an item has profound

74

implications on the way the DNA profiling results are considered in light of questioned

75

activities. In order to assess the biological results given the alleged activities one needs to

76

understand the factors that affect DNA transfer and persistence on differing target surfaces.

77

Also required is knowledge of case specific details such as the amount of genetic material the

78

POI is likely to shed, and the alleged activities (e.g., timing, type of contact with the objects).

79
80

To help address questions of transfer and persistence there have been numerous publications

81

that consider transfer rates under varying conditions [9-14]. Often these studies replicate

82

conditions of a specific case, or are very specific to the hardware and wetware used. This

83

means that it can be difficult to apply their findings in a probabilistic manner to situations that

84

are somewhat removed from those used in the study. We believe this may stem from the fact

85

that researchers design studies and describe results without having a logical framework of

86

interpretation in which to place them. Additionally, it is difficult to separate the factors of

87

transfer to an object, persistence on the object and recovery in the laboratory and so they are

88

often considered jointly, which again complicates the ability to apply the results more broadly

89

to other cases.

90
91

Another complicating factor in the evaluation of transfer events is that there is a high degree

92

of variability that exists in seemingly multiple factors, not the least of which is whether the

93

individual is prone to shedding or retaining their DNA [15]. All of these difficulties were

94

presented in a review of DNA transfer by Meakin et al. [11], who concluded that, by just the

95

properties of the DNA profile obtained, no definitive conclusions could be made by an

96

analyst as to whether it had resulted from primary or secondary transfer, the order in which

97

individuals had touched an item or whether the DNA detected had been deposited by regular

98

use or a one-off contact (amongst other similar findings). This finding has then been

99

interpreted by many analysts as saying that there is no evaluative information within the

100

DNA trace, implying that, given the findings at hand, any explanation is possible. In response

101

to this interpretation of the Meakin et al. findings, Casey et al. [16] called for the evaluation

102

of DNA profiling results, in light of questions of activity, to be strived for regardless of the

103

difficulties involved (see also a response to this response from the original authors in [17]).
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104

This is a sentiment to which we agree and it has been influential in our decision to write this

105

paper.

106
107

With increasing regularity Bayesian networks (BN) are being used to bring together various

108

kind of datasets using Bayesian probability theory in order to help address questions at the

109

source [18, 19] or activity level [20-23]. The graphical ability for BN to represent complex

110

underlying calculations makes them ideal for addressing the issue of this paper i.e., the

111

combination of biological results with the framework of circumstances that surrounds an

112

activity in order to help address questions regarding the mechanism by which some DNA

113

came to be on an item. We attempt to construct a BN in a manner that makes it adaptable to a

114

wide range of situations. We do so by breaking apart considerations of transfer, persistence

115

and recovery of DNA. In this research paper we have adopted a model that details many

116

variables that are at play. We acknowledge that different models are possible, including ones

117

with a less detailed account of the variables.

118

In the data collection section we review the findings of relevant literature to determine,

119

firstly, which factors have been found to have an effect on trace DNA transfer and persistence

120

and secondly what those effects are. In the Bayesian Network section we propose a structure

121

for a BN that captures understanding and domain knowledge derived from published data,

122

and then inform conditional probability tables with data wherever possible. In the application

123

to different case examples section, we demonstrate how the BN developed and parameterised

124

in the previous sections can be applied to several examples that the authors have encountered

125

during testimony. Finally, in the Application to Controlled Case section, we study the

126

performance of our BN on real results generated from known deposition events.

127
128

Preliminary considerations

129

A great advantage of Bayesian networks is that they help advance thinking. A crucial step

130

will be the definition of the variables: in forensic science this typically involves formulating

131

the propositions and the results to be assessed. This may seem obvious, but it is not [24]. This

132

is because results need to be communicated, therefore summarized to some extent. But, on

133

the other hand, they have to be considered in sufficient detail, so that differences may be

134

observed depending on the proposition. We know, for example, that one can observe transfer

135

of DNA in different scenarios and that the quantity of DNA (or the relative quantity of each

136

contributors in presence of mixtures) varies. This is also true of other types of trace material,

137

such as glass or fibres that have been used for many decades to help discriminate between
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138

activity level propositions [25]. One key element that has been highlighted for such traces is

139

that it is not transfer per se that is of interest to forensic scientists, but how different the

140

results are given the alleged activities. If we take an example in glass, it is not the transfer of

141

glass that is key, but the recovery of only one1 large group of fragments on a given garment

142

(i.e., what is called the extrinsic characteristics). Indeed, the probability of recovering any

143

glass in general may be very similar given the two activities, but the recovery of a large group

144

will not. With the increase of sensitivity, absence and presence of DNA is not sufficient to

145

discriminate between primary and secondary transfer. DNA results need therefore to be

146

described more precisely in terms of quantity and/or quality, to show which extrinsic

147

characteristics help discriminate alleged activities. This approach has been used, for example,

148

in the Weller case [26], where scientists have considered the probability of their results (in

149

terms of quantity of DNA and positioning) given the propositions describing competing

150

activities.

151
152

Before describing the studies that are available to inform our knowledge on transfer, we

153

would like to mention two last important points: first, answers to questions regarding activity

154

level propositions are probabilistic in nature and that no experiments will tell us whether

155

transfer was primary or secondary. Following this, whether transfer was primary or secondary

156

is, ultimately, for the Court to consider given all the available information. Notwithstanding,

157

because of their specialised knowledge, forensic DNA scientists can help the Court by

158

evaluating their results (e.g., a recovered quantity of DNA leading to a profile of this quality)

159

given the alleged activities (or given primary versus secondary transfer).

160
161

The above idea is often misunderstood [58] and it is worth expanding upon it. Any opinions

162

provided on the more probable mechanism of transfer, given the DNA amounts, is a comment

163

on the posterior probability, and as such, requires one or more prior probabilities. This is then

164

must be the remit of the Court, who has access to non-scientific information that will be used

165

to develop their prior belief. The BNs developed in this work always possess a parental node

166

that has states used to signify the positions of prosecution and defence. These states require

167

prior probabilities and for these we use a uniform distribution (i.e. all states are a priori

168

equally probably). This of course will not be the position of the Court of the jury, but allows

169

them to use the numerical value of the LR obtained from the BN as a ‘belief updater’.
1

By indicating ‘only one’, we also consider the absence of other glass that can be as important as the presence
of material.
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170
171

There are other parental nodes that require prior information (such as the DNA on hands or

172

Extraction Efficiencies), however these are the remit of the analyst as they have a scientific

173

basis and could not be expected to be informed by a lay person during a trial.

174
175
176

DATA COLLECTION:

177

We present here a series of findings from investigations regarding trace DNA transfer,

178

persistence and collection. For each publication we attempt to provide the raw data that we

179

use to inform the BN developed in the next section. Not all data will be able to be used as

180

many of the findings combine aspects of transfer, persistence and recovery in their ultimate

181

results. Factors such as instrumentation used in laboratory for processing DNA also

182

influenced experimental data. We will attempt to tease apart such interwoven aspects

183

wherever possible, but concede that for experimentation that targets trace DNA this can be

184

difficult to achieve.

185
186

We make a note here that the order in which we introduce these topics may not at first seem

187

intuitive as it does not follow the order of the elements of the BN, nor the order of laboratory

188

processes. We present the topics in the order in which they are required to model data, i.e.

189

initially extraction/sampling efficiency are presented as they are required in the model for

190

DNA on hands, all of which are then required for modelling transfer of DNA from hands to

191

objects, and so on.

192
193

Presence of DNA already on object:

194

Lehmann et al. [27] found that, generally2, the presence of trace DNA on an object did not

195

affect the deposition of further trace DNA and so there was no need to account for that in our

196

BN. It was found, however, that the presence of other body fluids could affect the deposition,

197

recovery and detection of trace DNA. However, we restrict our attention to situations where

198

trace DNA only is assumed.

199
200

Extraction efficiency:
2

If there is DNA from numerous persons, then this will affect our ability to detect the profile of interest, as
noted by Lehmann et al. ‘The presence of several different sources of background DNA created mixed profiles
and had major negative influences on the detection of the target source of DNA’.
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201

Extraction efficiency is defined as the amount of DNA on a sampling device that is released

202

into a DNA extract and made available for PCR. This is known as ‘absolute extraction

203

efficiency’. We use the information presented by Butts [28] who tested two extraction

204

procedures (a salting out method and the Qiagen EZ1 Advanced XL extraction robot) on

205

DNA, epithelial cells and blood. They found that the DNA loss was “independent of

206

extraction method or source of DNA” and so we show the distribution of combined extraction

207

efficiencies (from the summary graph given in [28]) from their work below in Figure 1. We

208

have modelled the observed extraction efficiencies using a Beta ( 5,17 ) distribution. As seen

209

in Figure 1, this fits the observed data reasonably well.

210

211
212

Figure 1: Distribution of extraction efficiencies determined by Butts [28] (grey) and fitted

213

Beta distribution (dashed black line)

214
215

Differing extraction methodologies (not examined in [28]) may have varying efficiencies and

216

we recognise that the findings we provide may need to be recreated for other extraction

217

methodologies if the analyst wished the BN to reflect the properties of their laboratory

218

processes.

219
220
221
222

Further improvements to the extraction efficiency node would include:
•

Trialling extraction efficiencies at low DNA levels. The study of Butts [28] trialled
DNA amounts from 24ng to 4800ng
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223
224

•

Trialling of different extraction techniques not tried in the Butts [28] study. Note that
some information to this effect can be found in [29] and [30]

225
226

DNA sampling/collection efficiency:

227

We investigate two broad categories of sampling device, tapelifts and swabs. We recognise

228

that both categories could be refined into a number of sub-categories that take into account

229

the type of swab or the type of tape used. It is possible that the variation in sample to sample

230

efficiency (or analyst to analyst differences) may overwhelm the difference in distributions of

231

sampling efficiency from such fine-scale considerations. However, anyone using the BN

232

given in Figure 8 could carry out sampling efficiency validation work to produce findings

233

that are specifically suited to their laboratories process and performance. For the sampling

234

efficiency we used the results of Verdon et al. [31]. We define the sampling efficiency as the

235

amount of DNA present on an item that is recovered by the sampling device as detailed

236

further below. Note that the sampling device then goes on to a DNA extraction (typically)

237

and there is a secondary process we consider, the extraction efficiency, which we defined in

238

the previous section. Within the Verdon study tapelifts (using Scotch® Magic™ and

239

Scenesafe FAST™) and swabs (FABswab, Puratin, USA) were used to collect DNA from

240

swatches of cotton, flannelette, Poly/cotton blend and polyester strapping that had contact

241

DNA transferred through vigorous rubbing. The swatches were sampled (either using swabs

242

or tapelifts) and some DNA extracted. The swatch (post collection) was then extracted

243

directly (i.e. not tape-lifted or swabbed further, but instead placed directly into an extraction

244

reaction) and again DNA extracted. The sampling efficiency could then be calculated as the

245

amount of DNA obtained from the DNA extraction of the device to the total DNA extracted

246

from the device plus the swatch. By representing the results as a ratio the effects of the initial

247

amount of DNA deposited and the extraction efficiency are removed from consideration.

248
249

Verdon et al. [31] trialled swabs and tapelifts on both smooth (polyester strapping) and

250

standard woven material (cotton, flannelette and Poly/cotton blend). In our BN we assume

251

that swabs have been used on smooth surfaces and tapelifts on rougher, fabric, surfaces and

252

so do not consider the cross-over of collection in our use of the Verdon et al. [31] findings.

253

Verdon et al. [31] also found a significant difference between the two tapes trialled, and we

254

choose to use the results from the Scotch® Magic™ tape as a more commonly used forensic

255

tape. The findings of the tapelifting of fabrics (combining the findings of cotton, flannelette

256

and Poly/cotton blend) in the Verdon et al. [31] study Figure 2, and fitting a Beta distribution
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257

by least squares yields an efficiency of Beta(1.9,16.6) . For swabbing we use the results of

258

Verdon et al. [31] Figure 2 for the swabbing of strapping for which we use a Beta(25,20)

259

distribution. These two efficiencies are shown in Figure 2 and in a similar manner as for the

260

extraction efficiency modelling will be incorporated into the BN.

261

262
263

Figure 2: Sampling efficiency of tapelifting and swabbing from results of Verdon et al. [31]

264

for tapelifting (black) and swabbing (grey). The histogram shows observed tapelift

265

efficiencies. For swabbing there was only one average value given.

266
267

Persistence:

268

There is little data available on the persistence of trace DNA. There are a number of factors

269

that are likely to affect persistence, such as the surface type, the length of time and the

270

conditions the item is exposed to during the time. The best example of a trace DNA

271

persistence study for contact DNA is the work by Raymond et al. [32]. In [32] known

272

amounts of cellular (using buffy coat) and free DNA (using positive control DNA 9947A)

273

was deposited on:

274

•

An outdoor window frame

275

•

A vinyl bag kept outdoors

276

•

Glass slides kept in controlled laboratory conditions

277

The outdoor samples were in partly shaded areas over average temperature and humidity

278

conditions of 24.1OC, 63% humidity (day) and 18OC, 71% humidity (night).

279
280

While the collection and extraction methodology will mean that absolute DNA amounts

281

cannot be used, they are expected to remain an approximately constant factor throughout the
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282

experiment of Raymond et al. [32]. This allows relative amounts of recovery to be used for

283

persistence. We recreate the results of Raymond et al. [32] Figure 1. However, we combine

284

the results of the outdoor bag and outdoor window frame experiments (by averaging) as well

285

as averaging the trends across cellular and neat DNA. The reason behind this is two-fold:

286
287
288
289

1) The data from Raymond et al. [32] do not show a noticeable difference between these
experiments
2) Trace DNA deposited onto an item is likely to consist of both cellular and free DNA
[33]

290

For the same reason we average the cellular and neat DNA findings for the laboratory

291

experiment. Finally, we display the results as a ratio relative to the maximum DNA amount

292

observed (because clearly there must have been at least this amount of DNA available at time

293

zero). All of this is shown in Figure 3.

294

295
296

Figure 3: Data from Raymond et al. grouped into two categories, outdoors (grey) and

297

indoors (black) with the trends modelled with an exponential curve (dashed lines)

298
299

Using the information from Figure 3 we then implement an exponential decay curve in the

300

BN for the DNA reduction in samples that are kept in ‘poor’ or ‘favourable’ conditions over a

301

number of days, ‘t’.

302

Decay = DNA ´ e-a ´t

ìa = 0.022
where í
îa = 0.052

favourable
poor
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303
304
305

Further improvements to the persistence node would include:
•

considering persistence

306
307

Taking into account the nature of the surface type the DNA has been placed on when

•

Further investigation into different environmental conditions (e.g. rain, washed, full
sun, etc.) on DNA persistence

308
309

•

More data to confirm the DNA persistence rates found in Raymond et al. [32].

310

•

Data on DNA persistence of DNA on objects after extended handling by other

311

individuals (of which some work has been done in [34]), or from physical movements

312

after initial deposition.

313
314

DNA on hands (shedder status):

315

Initially the BN will need to contain information regarding the amount of DNA available for

316

transfer to an object, which is present on an individual’s hand. This node encompasses the

317

idea of good and poor shedding of DNA. The idea that individuals may deposit variable

318

amounts of DNA is described in [35] and there has been some debate as to whether the level

319

of shedding that has been attributed to ‘good shedders’ or ‘bad shedders’ is a transient

320

property depending on day to day variation, the closeness to last cleaning [36] or that there

321

are simply too many factors to consistently label someone as a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ shedder [33].

322

A recent work [37] suggests that the DNA available for deposition through contact is a

323

mixture of skin cells, free DNA in sweat and sebum and a combination of other bodily fluids

324

present on the individual’s hands. Van Den Berge et al. [38] show that sebum and sweat

325

contribute to an increase of the quantity of DNA on hands with a lower effect of the sweat

326

compared to sebum. In their work Lacerenza et al. [37] swabbed 120 individuals’ hands and

327

submitted those swabs for DNA extraction and profiling and RNA extraction for use in body

328

fluid identification. Investigation by Lacerenza et al. [37] of a number of factors found that

329

the only significant factor was gender, where males had typically more DNA on their hands

330

than females. The authors attributed this to a difference in general levels of hygiene between

331

the genders. A work by Bontadelli [39] swabbed the hands of 50 individuals and found no

332

difference between males and females.

333
334

By analysis of all these findings it seems likely that in reality there are not two distinct groups

335

of individuals, some of which are prone to shedding and others that are not, but rather a
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336

distribution of shedding propensity, on which people will exist at different points. Certainly

337

there are individuals who consistently shed (or perhaps better put transfer) more DNA than

338

others. Like many acts of grouping data in a binary fashion, the designation of ‘good’ and

339

‘bad’ shedder groups has, over time, lead to the belief in two distinct groups of people, when

340

in reality it is simply that the binary classification is an oversimplification of an underlying

341

continuous distribution. The DNA on hands node represents our uncertainty in the amount of

342

DNA on individual’s hands, and within this uncertainty exists the propensity of that

343

individual to shed DNA. The node represents a distribution of DNA amounts for a ‘random’

344

individual meaning that if the case circumstances indicates some reason that the POI did not

345

behave in a manner similar to a random individual (e.g. had a skin condition, which made

346

them more prone to shedding DNA, such as the well-known case of R v David Butler in

347

Liverpool 2012) then some modification of the distribution would need to be made for them.

348

This could be accounted for in the BN by the use of a parent node to the DNA on hands node

349

(e.g. a ‘skin condition’ node that would specify one of two possible distributions in the ‘DNA

350

on hands’ node when instantiated).

351
352

The results of Bontadelli [39] and Lacerenza et al. [37] have both a sampling efficiency effect

353

and a DNA extraction effect present in the data and the actual amount of DNA available on

354

hands is likely to be higher than the quantification results they obtained. To account for these

355

effects we carry out the following process using the Bontadelli [39] data using the software R

356

[40] as follows:

357
358

a) Randomly draw a DNA amount from a normal distribution that describes the
distribution of log(ng of DNA) found by Bontadelli [39]

359

b) Randomly draw an extraction efficiency from the Beta distribution described in the

360

‘Extraction Efficiency’ section and use this to adjust the DNA amount in a) to a DNA

361

amount that was present on the swab head

362

c) Randomly draw a sampling efficiency from the Beta distribution described for

363

swabbing in the ‘Sampling Efficiency’ section and use this to adjust the DNA amount

364

on the swab head in b) to a DNA amount that was present on the hand of the

365

individual

366

Carrying out such a simulation for 100, 000 iterations produces the distribution shown in

367

Figure 4, labelled ‘Bontadelli (E)’, which we model as normal distributions for use in the BN.

368

Also shown in Figure 4 are the observed (O) distributions of DNA from the Bontadelli [39]

369

and Lacerenza et al. [37] studies. All show a similar distribution.
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370

371
372

Figure 4: Observed (O) DNA amounts on hands from Bontadelli [39] and Lacerenza et al.

373

[37] studies and adjusted values obtained by simulation (O) for DNA on hands, based on

374

Bontadelli [39] data.

375
376

The log(ng of DNA) for DNA on hands from the ‘Bontadelli (E)’ distribution is modelled by

377

N(0.66,0.49).

378
379
380

Further work in this area could include:
•

Shedder consistency studies, i.e. whether an individual sheds DNA consistently in the

381

upper or lower quantiles of the population shedding distribution. Studies could extend

382

to a standard method for determining the approximate shedding propensity of an

383

individual for use in primary vs secondary transfer considerations. Some work in this

384

area has been done in [41].

385
386
387

Transfer from hand to object (Primary transfer):
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388

There is much literature that presents findings of transfer from hand to object as the results of

389

obtaining full, partial or no DNA profile [10, 42, 43]. While this information is indeed useful,

390

for the current study (and in particular the primary transfer events depicted by the ‘DNA

391

transferred to object’ nodes) what is required is absolute DNA amounts. For this, we use the

392

data obtained from Daly et al. [44]. In their work they asked 300 random volunteers to grasp

393

an 8mL glass vial, a 7´7cm cotton cloth or an 8.5´1.7´3cm piece of wood for 60 seconds.

394

They then tapelifted with Minitape (WA Products Ltd., UK) and extracted using Qiagen®

395

QIAamp DNA mini kit.

396
397

The proportion of hand surface area that contacted the items is not known and so we assume

398

this proportion to be one. We make this assumption so that the transfer data can be directly

399

compared to the amount of DNA on direct hand swabs (which swab 100% of the hand). We

400

also combine the results from the wood and cotton samples and combine them under the

401

surface type category ‘rough’ and then use the glass results in the surface type category of

402

‘smooth’. We fit gamma distributions to the observed data from Daly et al. [44] using least

403

squares. These were G ( 0.64,3.87) and G ( 0.33,1.75) for rough and smooth surfaces

404

respectively (graphs not shown). We then adjust the gamma distributions of DNA amounts

405

observed to model the amounts that were present on the item taking into account sampling

406

and extraction efficiency, in the same manner as we did in the ‘DNA on hands’ section of this

407

paper, to obtain a distribution of DNA amounts transferred by the 300 volunteers to either

408

smooth or rough surfaces as seen below in Figure 5.

409

410
411

Figure 5: Simulated values for DNA amounts transferred to rough (left) or smooth (right)

412

surfaces, based on the results of Daly et al. [44].
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413
414

Having produced the two distributions, we are interested in the distribution that describes the

415

decrease from the total amount of DNA present on an individual’s hand (seen in the

416

‘Bontadelli (E)’ category in Figure 4) to the amount of DNA transferred (Figure 5).

417
418

In the Daly et al. [44] study there is no account of the type of contact that has been made with

419

the object e.g. a glancing touch, pressure for a short period of time, friction, etc. However

420

studies such as that conducted by Goray et al. [45] show that the type of contact is an

421

important factor. In their study Goray et al. [45] trialled three different contact types:

422

Passive – described as a placing two substrates together for 60s

423

Pressure – described as the same as passive, but applying 1kg of weight

424

Friction – described as the same as pressure but moving the weight around for the 60s

425
426

We believe that the category of friction from the Goray et al. [45] study is best aligned with

427

the experimental setup of Daly et al. [44]. The results given in the Goray et al. [45] study are

428

given as mean percentage of DNA transfer. We take the results from Table 3 of that study

429

and scale all findings between smooth (plastic) and rough (cotton) so that the friction

430

category has a value of 1. We show the results of this data manipulation in Figure 6.

431

432
433

Figure 6: Effect of pressure type on amount of DNA transferred. We break the data into two

434

groups; DNA transferred onto smooth objects (left) and DNA transferred onto rough object

435

(right).

436
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437

We model the proportion of DNA deposited by a simplified comparison of distributions.

438

Using software R we go through the following steps:
a) Generate an array of 100,000 variables drawn from the extrapolated DNA amount on

439

the presence on hands (seen in the ‘Bontadelli (E)’ category in Figure 4).

440

b) Generate two arrays of 100,000 variable drawn at random from the distribution of

441

values seen for deposition onto smooth and rough surfaces as shown in Figure 5.

442
443

c) Order the arrays generated in a) and b) and generate two arrays of the proportion of

444

DNA transferred from hands to object by dividing the values in the DNA of rough or

445

smooth object array by the corresponding entries in the DNA on hands array. The

446

result is two arrays of values between 0 and 1 which represent the proportion of DNA

447

transferred from hands to smooth and rough objects3.

448

d) Each of the values seen in Figure 6, has a level of data variability in the Goray et al.

449

[45] study given as a standard deviation. We use these standard deviations (scaled

450

down to align with the values seen in Figure 6) and draw values from the distributions

451

of the reduction factor for passive, pressure and smooth from both rough and smooth

452

surfaces. These values are then multiplied by the reduction values from c) to produce

453

distributions for the reduction in DNA from hand to rough or smooth object for either

454

a passive, pressured or frictional contact type.

455

e) The resulting distributions for transfer type are seen in Figure 7. Beta distributions

456

were fit using MLE to these distributions to represent the proportion of DNA

457

transferred. For the distribution to cloth with a pressure or friction contact we fit a

458

mixed beta distribution, which is given in Table 2.

459
460

With these distributions available, we have all the information required for the ‘DNA

461

transferred to object’ node of the BN.

462

3

Due to the stochastic nature of the data and simulation there were a number of values within the ‘proportion of
DNA transferred’ arrays that had values greater than 1. This is equivalent to greater than 100% of DNA from
hands being transferred to an item and hence is nonsensical. In these instances the data was truncated at 1 to
obtain the sensible values seen in Figure 7.
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463
464

Figure 7: Proportion of DNA transferred from hands to smooth (plastic) or rough (cotton)

465

objects when contact is passive, pressure or friction.

466
467

The age of the donor may also have an influence. The study of Poetsch [46] shows that there

468

could be a correlation between the quantity of transfer DNA, the quality of the profiles

469

coming from fingerprints and the age of the donor. On 209 child and adults, a full DNA

470

profiles is obtained in 75% of cases with children under 11 (47 children), 9% with teenager

471

between 12 and 20 (32 teenagers), 25% with adults between 21 and 60 (81 adults) and 8%

472

with persons older than 60 (49 seniors). The factor is not taken into account in the BN if the

473

relevant population is an individual between 21 and 60.
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474
475
476

Further work that could be investigated in this area includes:
•

transferred.

477
478

A study of how the amount of time an object is held affects the amount of DNA

•

To date we have found such information in [47] for hand to hand transfers mostly by

479

length of handshake. Van Oorschot et al. [48] studied this question using

480

polypropylene tubes held for varying lengths of time (5 s, 30 s, 3 min, 10 min) and

481

found that the length of the contact did not influence the amount of DNA transferred.

482

In contrast Saravo et al [49] showed that the quality of the profile is influenced by the

483

length of contact (using steel cable).

484

•

A study of the absolute amount of DNA transferred from hands to objects for different

485

contact types e.g. light touch, pressure, friction (i.e. so that data from multiple studies

486

does not need to be combined and extrapolated as we have done here).

487
488

Secondary transfer from object to object:

489

For this final section we again turn to the work of Daly et al. [45]. Again we use the results of

490

Table 3 where dried contact DNA is transferred from object to object with varying primary

491

and secondary substrates and different contact types. Table 3 from the Goray et al. [45] study

492

gives percentage transfer, mean and standard deviations for all considered transfer scenarios.

493

We apply these transfer distributions with the obvious restrictions that the transfer percentage

494

is bound by 0 and 100%.

495
496
497

Further work that could be done in this area:
•

items in the home. Some work has been done in this area, such as [50].

498
499

Consideration of the amount of DNA transferred to object from a habitual use e.g.

•

Transfer DNA amount for varying length of time of contact between primary and
secondary substrates and for different types of activities.

500
501
502

BAYESIAN NETWORK:

503

From the literature we have found the following factors to be important to:

504

The amount of DNA available for deposition

505
506

•

Propensity of an individual to shed DNA [37]. We consider this node as describing
the amount of DNA on an individual’s hands available for transfer. It therefore
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507

encompasses the idea of shedding ability of the individual, and we could consider

508

aspects such as cleanliness, sweating, skin disease at this point.

509

•

Amount of individual’s hand that was in contact with object (no reference, this is
based on common sense).

510
511
512

The transfer of contact DNA:

513

•

Surface of object being touched [44, 45].

514

•

Surface of object that DNA is currently on [45].

515

•

Vigour and length of contact [45].

516
517

The persistence of DNA on an object:

518

•

Time between deposition and sampling (or further deposition) [32].

519

•

Condition the item is kept in between deposition and sampling (or further deposition)
[32].

520
521

•

The type of surface of the object.

522
523
524

The recovery of DNA:
•

Sampling device used [31].

525
526

Note that we do not consider specific laboratory aspects such as the profiling system used, the

527

number of PCR cycles or models or settings of laboratory hardware. We have made a

528

deliberate choice to model DNA amount, which precedes these laboratory considerations and

529

simplifies the BN. If a laboratory wished they could add nodes onto the BN that translate

530

DNA amount to peak height.

531
532

By combination of these factors we formulate the BN shown in Figures 8 to 11. This BN is

533

constructed as an object-oriented BN (OOBN) with the same sub-networks that are used at

534

multiple points. This model has the advantage that it can be easily expanded to consider a

535

range of transfer scenarios (something we demonstrate in this paper). Overall in Figure 8 we

536

model from top to down the amount of transferred DNA from contact to recovery. In each

537

column, we distinguish the quantity of DNA from the person of interest (POI), the quantity of

538

DNA from the alternative offender (AO), if any, and the quantity of DNA present as

539

background. The proposition nodes at the centre allow activating or not the various transfer
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540

options to be considered as a function of the choice of the prosecution or defence allegations.

541

Typically, under the prosecution view, it will be alleged that the POI invoked a primary

542

transfer with the item under examination. Under the defence account, the POI may invoke a

543

secondary transfer with the item alone (Hd1) or, that an alternative offender had a primary

544

transfer (Hd2). On each column (POI or AO), the DNA can take the routes denoted as

545

primary transfer or secondary transfer. The background DNA (on the right side) is not

546

conditioned on the chosen propositions as it pertains to the item regardless of their states.

547
548

Part of the BN deals with the issue as to whether or not the obtained DNA profiles will match

549

with either POI or AO. Before dealing with the results, we deal with the recovery of the DNA

550

from the item. This structure represents the obtained results (at the bottom) in the form of the

551

quantities of DNA arising from transfers of various types (primary or secondary) from POI,

552

or not.

553
554

The use of object-oriented structures is shown by the use of the white blocks called TP

555

(transfer and persistence), R (recovery) and M (matching DNA profiles).

556
557

The block TP is shown in Figure 9. It takes a given amount of DNA as input (DNA IN) and

558

progresses it through a transfer and persistency model to a resulting amount of DNA (DNA

559

OUT). Within the block is highlighted the various factors that impact the transfer and

560

persistency.

561
562

The block R (for recovery) shown in Figure 10 uses a DNA quantity as input and passes it

563

through the steps of sampling (depending on the technique used) and extraction, leading to

564

the final amount of resulting DNA.

565
566

The block M in Figure 11 is assigning the DNA as matching POI (or AO) versus different

567

profiles (called DNA DIFF) as a function of the match probabilities (themselves depending

568

on the quantity of DNA as input).

569
570

When considering DNA in term of a primary transfer, it will go through one TP block. When

571

considering DNA in terms of a secondary transfer, two TP blocks are applied. The first deals

572

with the transfer on the intermediate object and the second deals with the transfer from the
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573

intermediate to the item under examination. This flexible construction also allows us to

574

model more complex scenarios (e.g. tertiary transfer), if necessary.

575
576
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577
578

Figure 8: Bayesian network used to evaluate the findings with given activity level propositions involving primary vs secondary transfer event
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579
580

Figure 9: Bayesian network in block TP

581
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582
583

Figure 10: Bayesian network in block R

584

585
586

Figure 11: Bayesian network in block M

587
588

A combination of conditional probability tables and expressions have been used in the BN

589

shown in Figures 8 to 11. Tables 1-4 (in appendix 1) summarise the node definitions, the

590

node states and the manner in which probabilities are provided or generated. Some nodes

591

repeat for each transfer step. The general terminology is given in Tables 1 to Table 4.

592
593

APPLICATION TO DIFFERENT CASE EXAMPLES:
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594
595

Having constructed and examined the BN that can help address secondary vs primary transfer

596

we now apply these data to real casework examples. We provide three examples that have

597

been encountered during testimony, giving a brief description of the alleged offence and the

598

competing propositions. Details have been altered slightly from the real case so that we can

599

demonstrate a range of situations.

600
601

Case example 1:

602

A bus driver (the POI) is charged with indecent assault where Prosecution alleges that he

603

touched the breasts of the victim over the top of her T-shirt. The victim’s T-shirt was seized

604

and sampled the following day and a tapelift from the outer front of the victim’s shirt

605

revealed the sole presence (0.15 ng) of the POI’s DNA4. The POI claims that he put the

606

seatbelt on the victim and his DNA transferred from his hands, to the seatbelt and then

607

secondarily to the victim’s T-shirt. The propositions are therefore:

608

Hp:

The POI touched the breasts of the victim on the outside of her T-shirt

609

Hd1: The POI put the seatbelt on the victim and did not touch her breasts

610
611

Given the alternative proposition in this scenario, there is no indication of an alternative

612

offender (AO), hence only Hd1 will be considered. The node “choice of Hd” has been set

613

accordingly.

614
615

Any state within any node of the BN can be set as being true (with all other states within that

616

node therefore being false). Information provided to a BN in this manner is called

617

‘instantiation’ (i.e. the user is instantiating the states of nodes) and once done the laws of

618

probability can be used to propagate the information throughout the BN and update the

619

posterior probabilities for states in non-instantiated nodes. Our instantiations (and rationale)

620

of

the

nodes

is

given

in

Table

5.

621

Node

Instantiated

Reason/Explanation

4

The findings were initially expressed as a likelihood ratio considering the probability of obtaining the DNA
profiling results if the POI was the source of DNA rather than if an unknown male was the source of DNA. The
LR in this instance was strongly in support of the first proposition over the second and it was conceded by both
parties that the POIs DNA was present on the shirt of the victim. In subsequent scenarios when we talk about an
individual’s DNA being found on an item a similar course of events has taken place to come to that statement.
We are not simply assigning identity as the sub-source level LR reaches some threshold.
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state
TP1: It is assumed that most of the hand of the
0.9 – 1

POI would have contacted the shirt in the
described assault.
TP2: Under secondary transfer the same value will

Proportion of hand

0.9 – 1

/surface contacted

assuming that most of the hand of the POI would
have contacted the seatbelt when he it on the
victim.
TP3: Typically only inner surface of the seatbelt

0.6 – 0.7

would be contacting the shirt, which is 0.5,
however there may be slight opportunity for the
outer surface to contact the shirt so we choose 0.6
– 0.7

Nature of target surface

rough

The surface of the victim’s woven shirt is rough
TP1: The alleged assault describes a rubbing

Vigour of contact with
target surface

motion over the top of the victim’s shirt.
friction

TP2 and TP3: There is typically gripping and
pulling motion when putting on a seatbelt, which
can be assimilated to friction.

Nature of shedding
surface
Days between both

hand

DNA
rough
1

transfers or transfer and
recovery

TP1 and TP2: The hand is the primary source of

0

TP3: The surface of the seatbelt is rough
TP1 and TP3: 1 day, the item was examined the
following day.
TP2: The seatbelt was immediately in contact with
the victim’s shirt
TP1 and TP3: Kept indoors in a paper bag

Environmental
conditions

TP2: Inside bus (note that as the time node
favourable

associated with this condition node is set to 0,
either condition would give the same result when
instantiated)

Proportion of area
sampled

0.9 – 1

The entire front of the shirt was sampled
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622

Sampling device

tapelift

Results DNA POI

0.1-0.2

Results DNA not POI

0-0.01

A tapelift was used to sample the shirt
The DNA amount obtained from laboratory
analysis
The DNA amount obtained from laboratory
analysis

Table 5: Choice for node instantiations as seen in Figure 9

623
624

The result was 0.15ng of the DNA for the POI without any other DNA contribution (hence

625

DNA not POI is set to 0). It gives a LR of 4. The LR for different observed quantities of the

626

POIs DNA in scenario 1 shown in Figure 12.

627

628
629

Figure 12: Ratio of probability for primary vs secondary transfer obtained for the

630

instantiated network considering different levels of detected POI DNA.

631
632

What is interesting is that as the observed amount of the POI’s DNA is above 0.01ng, the

633

support for a primary transfer over a secondary transfer is now above 1 and increases, until it

634

reaches approximately 10 when DNA amounts are 0.6-0.7 ng. As DNA amount increases
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635

beyond 0.7 the level of support for a primary transfer decreases compared to a secondary

636

transfer. This initially appeared counterintuitive, but an examination of the ‘DNA on hands’

637

node reveals that such a finding means that the individual is a very good DNA shedder. This

638

then obscures the difference between a primary and secondary transfer event. If the amount

639

of DNA on an individual’s hands is instantiated as low, then the effect is increasing support

640

for primary over secondary transfer as the amount of POI’s DNA detected increases.

641
642

The other point to notice is that in this case example, the maximum value the LR reaches is

643

approximately 10. This demonstrates – in this case example – the support we can assign to

644

propositions of transfer type with our current knowledge. It should also be noted that

645

increasing our knowledge may not necessarily yield higher levels of support. If the variability

646

of transfer events is high (even after taking into account additional factors) then further

647

knowledge and experimentation will only serve to reinforce that fact.

648
649

Also, there are other factors that could be taken into account with further modelling and

650

information. For example, it may be that the suspect is the regular driver of the bus and it

651

could therefore be expected that a level of his DNA is present on the seatbelt prior to the time

652

of the alleged crime. This too could be modelled through a node that considers the amount of

653

DNA present on an item through habitual use. Or a more direct study could test seatbelts in

654

buses and compare them to the reference DNA of the regular driver, although this would be a

655

more difficult task for many laboratories to perform.

656
657

Case example 2:

658

A POI was accused of stabbing the victim with a plastic handled knife. A swab of the handle

659

of the knife produced a single sourced DNA profile that was conceded as originating from the

660

POI. Prosecution claim that that it was the POI who used the knife to stab the victim. The

661

POI claims that he was at a party shortly before the incident, where he shook hands with a

662

male friend. His DNA could have been on the knife handle because he transferred his DNA

663

to the hands of his friend, who then used the knife to stab the victim. In doing so the POI’s

664

friend transferred the POI’s DNA onto the knife handle. The propositions are therefore:

665

Hp

The POI stabbed the victim with the knife

666

Hd2

The POI shook hands with a friend who stabbed the victim with the knife

667
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668

In this case, the alternative proposition assumes an alternative offender (AO), hence Hd2 will

669

be considered. The node “choice of Hd” has been set accordingly.

670
671

The same structure of the BN as shown in Figure 8 can be used, but instantiated differently.

672

We do not provide the same explanation regarding node instantiations as we did for scenario

673

1 in Table 5. The choices themselves are not as important in these demonstrations as the

674

construction and function of the BN itself. One can imagine what assumptions may be made

675

regarding surface types and types of contact in regular casework, and if this information is

676

unknown then it is always possible to either leave the node(s) uninstantiated or to trial the

677

effect of instantiating with different values. In this way the scientist can determine how

678

important that piece of information is to the robustness of the LR provided. In this scenario

679

we have a hand to hand transfer and have not obtained data for such situations. We consider

680

that a surface type ‘hand’ is the same that a surface type ‘rough’. However, DNA transfer and

681

persistence on hands may not act the same as the data for ‘rough’ or ‘smooth’ surface types

682

and ideally further considerations for the surface type ‘hands’ should be considered within

683

the BN. We note that the DNA persistence on hands may be different due to bacterial

684

degradation or normal wear and tear on hands from everyday activities.

685
686

What is interesting is that as the observed amount of the POI’s DNA increases above 0.02ng,

687

the support for a primary transfer over a secondary transfer is now above 1 and increases,

688

until it reaches approximately 14 when DNA amounts are 0.8-0.9 ng. As DNA amount

689

increases beyond 0.9 the level of support for a primary transfer decreases compared to a

690

secondary transfer. Above 7ng, the findings start to support a secondary transfer over a

691

primary transfer can be observed. (see Figure 13). This is a combination of the BN moving to

692

a position where the POI is considered a high shedder and the AO a low shedder and the level

693

of background DNA being higher with a coincidental matching alleles. Instantiating these

694

factors so that they cannot be the case i.e. restricting the shedder status of the POI to an

695

average value, removing the consideration of background DNA and specifying that the AO

696

DNA profile is not matching with the POI sees the LR with propositions as stated above

697

steadily increase with increasing POI DNA amounts.

698
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699
700

Figure 13: Ratio of probability for primary vs secondary transfer obtained for the

701

instantiated network, but considering different levels of detected POI DNA, but always

702

keeping the detected levels of the unknown individual’s DNA as 0 – 0.01ng.

703
704

We could also create a similar BN for situations like case example 2, but where there are two

705

POIs, one of which stabbed the victim, both of their DNA is detected on the item, and both

706

having submitted reference DNA samples. This could be achieved by the addition of a

707

secondary transfer route on for the AO (who would be considered the second POI) into the

708

BN in Figure 8 with the ‘Choice of Hd’ node specifying either a primary transfer for POI1

709

and a secondary transfer for POI2 or vice versa. We do not provide a Figure showing such a

710

BN.

711
712

Scenario 3:

713

An unregistered firearm was found on a couch in the house owned by the POI. Police seized

714

the firearm and a swab of the firearm stock revealed a mixed DNA profile originating from

715

two individuals of which the POI was conceded as being the minor source. The prosecution

716

claim that the POI handled the firearm. The defence claim that the POI had not known about

717

the firearm and someone must have put it on his bed and then moved it to the couch very

718

recently. The POI also claims that he saw something sitting on his bed earlier that day and
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719

thinks it may have been the firearm, but he didn’t investigate or touch it. The POI therefore

720

states that the presence of his DNA on the firearm is due to it transferring from the POI to the

721

couch, or bed, and then to the firearm. The propositions are therefore:

722

Hp

The POI recently handled the firearm

723

Hd2 The POI has never handled the firearm, but someone must have moved it

724
725

Here we have the deficiency of knowledge regarding the amount of DNA on a regularly used

726

couch and bed. There is also the possibility of an accumulative effect, i.e. if someone rubs

727

their hands on the same item multiple times on different occasions, does the DNA keep

728

accumulating or does it reach a saturation point? At present this information is not known and

729

so we make a number of assumptions that we explain below. These are further areas of

730

research that would be beneficial for the forensic community to carry out.

731
732

Again we do not specify the reasoning behind each instantiation in the BN. The intention here

733

is to demonstrate the adaptability and power of the BN to handle a variety of situations.

734
735

The extended BN for scenario 3 can be seen in Figure 14. We can see now that this is similar

736

to the initial BN as seen in Figure 8, however we have the two routes for secondary transfer

737

from the POI, one in relation to the bed, the other in relation to the couch. They meet in a

738

node that adds the DNA amounts from secondary transfer together. In doing this we assume

739

that if DNA has been transferred from both secondary pathways then the effect is pure

740

accumulation and none of loss of DNA. This is another area which requires some research to

741

be conducted.
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743

for scenario 3

Figure 14: Bayesian network used to evaluate the findings with given activity level propositions involving primary vs secondary transfer event

742
744
745
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746
747

For the background node we require the amounts of DNA found on firearm from individuals

748

other than the primary user(s). The reason for this is that the primary user(s) will have

749

transferred their DNA via a primary contact and we are interested in background levels

750

(deposited through some unknown mechanism, and not by a known contact). This

751

information is not readily provided by any literature sources we could find. The study of

752

McKenna [51] found that a DNA profile was not observed in 26% of firearms swabs. A study

753

by FSSA [52] examined DNA amounts from 300 firearm swabs obtained in casework. While

754

ideally for our purpose this data would be compared to the owner or regular user of the

755

firearm so they could be screened out of the DNA obtained, we use the distribution of DNA

756

amounts observed from [52]. We then extrapolate back to DNA amounts found on the

757

firearms in the same manner as previously described to obtain the distribution of DNA

758

originally on the firearm, which we show in Figure 15. We apply the distribution values seen

759

in Figure 15 directly into the Background DNA node.

760

761
762

Figure 15: DNA amount (grey) obtained from swabs of firearms and fitted distribution

763

(black)

764
765

In this case example we assume that under the prosecution proposition that the contact by the

766

POI to the firearm is a brief one-off contact (perhaps as an allegation of a recent purchase). If

767

we were to assume an extended habitual use then different data would be required.

768
769
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770

Using the BN seen in Figure 14 yields LR = 8 when the amount of the POI’s DNA detected is

771

above approximately 1-1.5ng. The POI’s DNA has come to be on the item either from a

772

direct contact with his hands or from a secondary transfer from the POI’s bed or couch

773

transferred onto the firearm when it was placed there. The amount of DNA expected from

774

such a transfer is less that what is possible from primary transfer. Figure 17 shows the LR

775

over a range of DNA amount for POI and either relatively high or low DNA amounts from

776

the non-POI.

777

778
779

Figure 17: LR over range of detected DNA for POI and relatively high and low DNA

780

amounts for non-POI.
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781
782

Again, as the DNA amount for the POI increases from zero to 0.5ng the support for primary

783

over secondary transfer increases, then as DNA increase further the support for primary

784

transfer decreases until approximately 4ng, when the findings start to support secondary over

785

primary transfer. At higher DNA levels the support for secondary over primary transfer is a

786

product of the fact that the modelling of background DNA, coupled with the accumulation

787

from multiple sources (couch and bed) means that higher amounts of DNA are more

788

indicative of secondary transfer in this scenario.

789
790

This example shows the importance of a good set of data for modelling background DNA and

791

levels of DNA expected on items from habitual use. The number of samples and methods in

792

which they have been collected for our example, suggest that further work would need to be

793

required in order to address the findings in consideration of the propositions in scenario 3.

794

The closeness of the primary transfer probability to the background DNA probability in

795

Figure 15 suggests that much of the data captured in the FSSA study are likely to be resulting

796

from primary contacts.

797
798

As a point of interest, if the scenario were changed to one which stated that the unknown

799

male rubbed the gun on the bed in a deliberate attempt to transfer DNA, then the support for

800

secondary transfer over a primary transfer persists for quite high levels of observed POI

801

DNA. Note that in the evaluation of all the evidence the court is likely to have quite different

802

prior beliefs on whether someone else brought a firearm into the house, compared to that

803

person then wishing to deliberately ‘frame’ the suspect. This shift in prior beliefs may well

804

outweigh the differences obtained from the activity level considerations of the DNA findings,

805

but of course it is not up to the scientist to base their decisions on such considerations.

806
807

APPLICATION TO CONTROLLED CASES

808
809

We have explained the construction of an OOBN that can consider competing transfer

810

mechanisms and demonstrated its use in several scenarios. We wish now to test the ability of

811

the BN to distinguish known primary and secondary transfer events as described in scenario 2

812

of the stabbing case. We have used the work of Samie et al. [43], which importantly, was not

813

used in any of the modeling to assign conditional probabilities in the BN. This allows the

814

results of Samie et al. [43] - where the authors study primary DNA transfer to knife handles
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815

during the action of stabbing- to act as a test set. For the purpose of this research, a series of

816

secondary transfer experiments was this time performed. 12 experiments were carried out. In

817

order to mimic stabbing under the second scenario (secondary transfer), the same four

818

individuals (two males and two females) and same type of knives were used. The persons’

819

hands were washed at 8 am. Around 11 am or 3 pm, one volunteer (POI, acting as the

820

innocent suspect) was asked to shake hands with the volunteer who would act as the stabber

821

(alternative offender, AO). The person then carried out normal activities in their office

822

environment (i.e., having lunch or coffee with their colleagues, speaking with them etc.).

823

Thirty minutes later, the AO was asked to ‘stab’ a cardboard box with a knife. Right

824

afterwards, traces were collected using the double swab method. The following day, the

825

experiment was repeated with another volunteer acting as the innocent POI (Figure 18). Each

826

volunteer took the role of POI associated with each of the three stabbers. In order to limit

827

background DNA (i.e., DNA present for unknown reasons), the knife was cleaned between

828

each experiment (by using bleach, ethanol and leaving the items under UV light for 30 min).

829

To monitor background, a negative control was taken from the knife after cleaning and before

830

the experiment. Results were all negative (no DNA profile). To collect, extract and amplify

831

the DNA, we have used the same method as described in Samie et al. [41]. However, here,

832

DNA was quantified using the Investigator® Quantiplex (Qiagen) kit following standard

833

protocols and the amplicons were analysed using a 3500 Genetic Analyser ABI (Applied

834

Biosystem) and GeneMapper®IDX Software.

835

Then, the DNA profiles were interpreted using STRmix™ v2.3.05 [1, 53, 54, 55]. This

836

forensic software has been developed to resolve mixed DNA profiles based on a continuous

837

approach. The programme uses peak height information and statistically accounts for the

838

possibility of degraded DNA and stochastic variation such as stutter, allelic drop-in and drop-

839

out. It provides information regarding the mixture proportion and the weight that is given to

840

the possible genotypes of the contributors. The weight is used to express how well a proposed

841

genotype explains the profile. These information, combined with the total of DNA quantity

842

obtained, allowed to inform the node “Results DNA POI” and “Results DNA non POI”. The

843

number of contributors was determined based on the number of the peaks detected at each

844

locus, peak height balance information and how the experiments were planned (i.e., we

845

expected the DNA of two persons in different proportions).

846
847
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848
849

Figure 18: Figure showing the experimental design adopted for experiments on primary and

850

secondary transfer.

851
852
853
854
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855
856

Figure 19: Tippett curve showing the ability of the developed BN to distinguish primary and

857

secondary transfer events.

858
859

Figure 19 shows the results of considering each of the transfer events as primary. Given the

860

limited dataset available, there appears that there is some ability for the system to distinguish

861

primary from secondary transfer events, even without the knowledge of the shedder status of

862

those involved.

863
864

CONCLUSION:

865
866

We show here the construction of BNs built up from building blocks that address different

867

features of contact DNA transfer, persistence and recovery. By splitting the transfer,

868

persistence and recovery into separate nodes we make the BN high configurable to a number

869

of situations, which we demonstrate through three quite different scenarios. The scenarios

870

also highlight the importance of having the applicable data to inform conditional probabilities

871

that underlie each node.

872
873

In theory the complexity of the scenarios that BN can consider are endless but in reality there

874

will be a diminishing return as more complexity is added. There are likely to be key

875

information that has the greatest effect on the posterior probabilities of the propositional node

876

and these can be explored with sensitivity analyses (something which we have not
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877

demonstrated in this paper, but intend to pursue to determine which factors the LR is most

878

sensitive to, and also to help direct further research areas [56]).

879
880

There are a number of ways in which BN such as those we have developed here could be used

881

other than to evaluate findings given competing transfer mechanisms. If the mechanism is

882

known, then the BN could be used to investigate whether an individual is a high or low

883

shedder. Alternatively, the BN could be used in a case assessment and interpretation

884

framework (see [57] for an explanation of case assessment and interpretation), where items

885

are triaged depending on the level of power that will exist to support one proposition over the

886

other when transfer mechanism is disputed.

887
888

We show, in the ‘application to controlled cases’ section that the BN appears to have some

889

ability to distinguish primary and secondary transfer under the conditions tested. This is

890

despite not having information regarding the shedder status of the individual, which has been

891

classically thought to be a limiting factor in the ability to evaluate evidence given competing

892

transfer scenarios. Additional ground truth tests would be beneficial and would likely

893

highlight situations where additional complexity, or additional modelling is required to

894

inform the BN. In appendix 2 we suggest a number of studies we have already identified that

895

would provide beneficial data to inform us on the important factors in transfer and persistence

896

of trace DNA. As further information regarding the factors affecting DNA findings is

897

obtained it is the authors’ hope that they can be incorporated into evaluations in a logical and

898

helpful manner.

899
900

The work here also brings up an interesting point regarding the modelling of ‘background

901

DNA’. This was particularly important in the assignment of probabilities in scenario 3. All

902

DNA must have come to be on an item through some mechanism. Background DNA is

903

defined as DNA that is expected to be present on an item, but is not related to the activity in

904

question. Typically we consider that background DNA has not come from one of the POIs,

905

but (as with any DNA source) may adventitiously possess the same alleles. When background

906

DNA is modelled it is common practise to consider background DNA on an item as that

907

which has not come from the primary handler. However, in a BN that it used to model multi-

908

step transfer mechanisms the more correct modelling of background DNA would be DNA

909

that has come from one more transfer step than the most complex mechanism being modelled

910

i.e. if one scenario being modelled is a tertiary transfer then background DNA would be DNA
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911

that has come from a quaternary transfer event. All other sources of DNA that have come

912

from primary, secondary or tertiary transfers should be modelled in full. This is not an easy

913

task to achieve, firstly due to the complexity of the BN that would arise, but secondly in the

914

modelling of background DNA amounts at differing levels of transfer complexity.

915
916

There is always a difficulty when modelling data from the literature to find experimental

917

designs that match the case scenario exactly. Indeed, some case scenarios simply cannot be

918

exactly replicated in experimental work due to ethical or legal reasons. A common question

919

arising from this is therefore, whether BN such as those constructed here can be applied to

920

casework at all (see [58] for a discussion of this point and others in the same vein). Such a

921

line of argument fails to recognise how information and casework circumstances are

922

evaluated by the court. If the primary dispute when considering DNA evidence is one of a

923

transfer mechanism, then the presence or absence of DNA is not in dispute. We then must

924

ask, who is best placed to answer questions of transfer mechanism, which will inevitably

925

require knowledge of transfer, persistence and recovery of DNA and the levels of background

926

DNA in the environment. We suggest that it would be unrealistic to expect the average juror,

927

judge or lawyer to possess such knowledge and that the highly specialised considerations are

928

best explored by the scientist. Having made this decision, the question needs to be asked, how

929

will the scientist take into account such a wide range of considerations and where will they

930

draw their knowledge from. We would argue that the most logical and transparent manner in

931

which this can be done is by setting out all the factors requiring consideration within a BN

932

and populating probabilities using the most applicable data available. This will inform the

933

scientist, which in turn can educate the court in the most robust manner possible. Having said

934

all of this, we do not advocate the use of data which are clearly not suitable for assigning

935

probabilities; but more often the case when some specific piece of information is not known,

936

a reasonably close substitute can be used. As long as the conditions to which the data pertain

937

(i.e. experimental settings) are judged appropriately close to be considered as an acceptable

938

substitute for the case at hand then the resulting BN still represents the best evaluation of

939

findings available. When this practice is adopted the use of the substitute data should be

940

clearly pointed out in the report. One example of how this can be applied in the BN shown in

941

our work is for the proportion of the hand that has contacted an item. Clearly, this

942

information will not be available to the analyst. However, depending on the item an educated

943

value can be used, e.g. if a swab of the trigger of a firearm was taken then only the upper part

944

of one finger is likely to have contacted the item and this can be portrayed in the values
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945

instantiated in the “Proportion of Hand contacted” node. If there is a high degree of

946

uncertainty regarding the proportion of area contacted, then a distribution of prior

947

probabilities across the states in the node can be applied to reflect this.

948
949

No-one is served by the scientist simply refusing to provide an opinion due to an absence of

950

some small area of data that perfectly aligns with case circumstances. When the absence of

951

knowledge is great (such as is scenario 3) then this will become apparent to the scientist and

952

under these circumstances it is appropriate for them to state that the results cannot be

953

evaluated robustly given the two competing propositions (see [56] for a discussion on this).

954
955
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1099

Appendix 1: Tables that describe elements of the BN in Figure 8 to 11

1100
Node

Categories

Values

Hp and Hd

Hp
Hd

uniform prior

Choice of Hd

Hp: Primary transfer
Hd1: Secondary transfer without AO
Hd2: Secondary transfer with AO

uniform prior or adapted as a function of the
alleged activities put forward by the defence.
N(0.66, 0.49)

DNA on POI
hand log10(ng)

interval node;
From -inf to -1.5
From -1.5 to 3 in steps of 0.1
3 to 4 in steps of 0.5
interval node;

N(0.66, 0.49)

DNA on AO
hand log10(ng)

From -inf to -1.5
From -1.5 to 3 in steps of 0.1
3 to 4 in steps of 0.5

DNA POI
Primary
transfer (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

10DNA OUT from TP if Hp is true
0 otherwise

DNA POI
Secondary
transfer (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

10DNA OUT from TP if Hd1 or Hd2 is true,
0 otherwise

DNA AO
Primary
transfer (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

10DNA OUT from TP if Hd2 is true
0 otherwise

DNA
Background
(ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5

uniform prior
Note the probabilities provided in this node will
need to be tailored to the item and
circumstances of the case. A uniform
distribution is not a realistic description of
background DNA on most items.
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25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA POI 1
(ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA POI primary transfer + DNA POI
secondary transfer

DNA POI 2
(ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

AO matching POI + Background matching POI

DNA AO (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

AO DIFF POI + Background matching AO

DNA DIFF
(ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

Background DIFF AO

DNA POI
persisting (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA POI 1+ DNA POI 2

DNA not POI
Persisting (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1

DNA AO + DNA DIFF
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10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

1101

Results DNA
POI

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA OUT from R

Results DNA
not POI

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA OUT from R

Proportion of
area sampled

interval node; values from 0 to 1 in steps
of 0.1

Uniform Prior

Sampling
device

Tapelift
Swab

Uniform Prior

Sampling
efficiency

interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05

B(1.9,16.6) If Sampling device is Tapelift
B(25,20) If Sampling device is Swab

Extraction
efficiency

interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05

Beta(5,17)

Tables 1: Expressions and probabilities for nodes that underlie the main BN in Figure 8

1102
Node

Categories

Values

DNA IN

interval node; from -inf to -1.5 then
from-1.5 to 3 in steps of 0.1 then from
3 to 4 in steps of 0.5

Input node

Proportion of
hand/surface
contacted

interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.1

uniform prior

DNA available
to transfer
log10(ng)

interval node;
From -inf to -1.5
From -1.5 to 3 in steps of 0.1
3 to 4 in steps of 0.5

DNA IN + log10 (Proportion)

Passive

Vigour of
contact with
target surface

Pressure
Friction

Nature of
shedding
surface

Hand
Smooth
Rough

Uniform Prior

Nature of

Hand

Uniform Prior

Uniform Prior
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target surface

Smooth
Rough
B(0.89,2.25) if Surface=Rough/Hand & Vigour= Passive
B(0.49,24.11) if Surface= Smooth & Vigour= Passive

Transfer
proportion

interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.05

0.33B(0.77,1.45) + 0.67B(1,1) if Surface= Rough/Hand &
Vigour= Pressure
B(0.47,30.85) if Surface= Smooth & Vigour= Pressure
0.2B(0.7,1.64) + 0.8B(1,1) if Surface= Rough/Hand
&Vigour= Friction
B(0.45,1.13) if Surface= Smooth & Vigour= Friction

DNA deposited
on target
surface
log10(ng)

interval node;
From -inf to -1.5
From -1.5 to 3 in steps of 0.1
3 to 4 in steps of 0.5

DNA available to transfer + log10(Transfer proportion)

Days between
both transfers
or transfer and
recovery

interval node; 0, 0.5 then 1 to 31 in
steps of 1

Uniform Prior

Environmental
condition of
target surface
kept in
alpha 2

Favourable
Uniform Prior
Poor
-0.052
-0.022

1 if Environmental is poor, 0 otherwise
1 if Environmental is favourable, 0 otherwise

interval node;
DNA
persisting on
target surface
(ng)

DNA OUT

1103

0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf
interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

10DNA deposited ealpha2 * Days

log10(DNA persisting)

Tables 2: Expressions and probabilities for nodes that underlie the main BN in Figure 9

1104
Node

Categories

Values

DNA IN

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01

Input node
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Proportion of
area sampled
Sampling
efficiency

DNA
recovered from
sampling

Extraction
efficiency

DNA
recovered from
extraction

DNA OUT

1105

0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf
interval node; values from 0 to 1 in
steps of 0.1
interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.05
interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf
interval node; from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.05
interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf
interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

Input node
Input node

DNA IN * Proportion* Sampling efficiency

Input node

DNA recovered from sampling * Extraction
efficiency

DNA recovered from extraction

Tables 3: Expressions and probabilities for nodes that underlie the main BN in Figure 10

1106
Node

Categories

Values

interval node;

DNA (ng)

0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

Input node
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1107

Match Probabilities

True
False

True with probability between 0.3 and 10E-9
depending on DNA profile

DNA Matching (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA (ng) if Match Probabilities true, 0 otherwise

DNA DIFF (ng)

interval node;
0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1
1 to 5 in steps of 0.5
5 to 10 in steps of 1
10 to 25 in steps of 5
25 to 1000
1000 to inf

DNA (ng) if Match Probabilities false, 0
otherwise

Tables 4: Expressions and probabilities for nodes that underlie the main BN in Figure 11

1108
1109
1110
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1111

Appendix 2: Further studies which would assist in answering questions of transfer

1112

mechanism

1113

It is important that the studies reflect as much casework circumstances as possible: studies

1114

that try and maximise transfer cannot be used for casework purposes. Data collection and

1115

data treatment should also reflect casework procedures. Here, we have used data where

1116

quantity of DNA was available. What would be ideal is to report the quantity of DNA relative

1117

to each contributor. This can be estimated by combining the quantity and the relative

1118

contribution of the persons to the mixture (such as in [41]). Through this work we have

1119

identified a number of studies which would assist in evaluation of evidence in light of

1120

propositions that suggest differing DNA transfer mechanisms. We collectively provide the

1121

list below:

1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129

1. Trialling extraction efficiencies at low DNA levels. The study of Butts [28] trialled
DNA amounts from 24ng to 4800ng.
2. Trialling of different extraction techniques not tried in the Butts [28] study. Note that
some information to this effect can be found in [29].
3. Taking into account the nature of the surface type the DNA has been placed on when
considering DNA persistence.
4. Investigation into different environmental conditions (e.g. rain, washed, full sun, etc)
on DNA persistence.

1130

5. More data to confirm the DNA persistence rates found in Raymond et al. [32].

1131

6. Data on DNA persistence of DNA on objects after extended handling by other

1132

individuals (of which some work has been done in [34]), or from physical movements

1133

after initial deposition.

1134

7. Data on DNA persistence in standard exhibit packaging

1135

8. Shedder consistency studies, i.e. whether an individual sheds DNA consistently in the

1136

upper or lower quantiles of the population shedding distribution and whether this is

1137

noticeable through events such as washing or sweating. Studies could extend to a

1138

standard method for determining the approximate shedding propensity of an

1139

individual for use in primary vs secondary transfer considerations.

1140

9. A study of how the amount of time an object is held affects the amount of DNA

1141

transferred. To date we have found such information in [47] for hand to hand transfers

1142

only by length of handshake.
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1143

10. A study of the absolute amount of DNA transferred from hands to objects for different

1144

contact types e.g. light touch, pressure, friction (i.e. so that data from multiple studies

1145

does not need to be combined and extrapolated as we have done here).

1146
1147
1148
1149

11. Consideration of the amount of DNA transferred to object from a habitual use e.g.
items in the home. Some work has been done in this area, such as [50].
12. Transfer DNA amount for varying length of time of contact between primary and
secondary substrates and for different contact types.

1150

13. A study into the level of transfer from hand-to-hand for various contact types (e.g.

1151

handshake, high-five, clasping, struggling) for different times of contact and the

1152

persistence of DNA on hands through various timeframes and activities.

1153

14. The levels of background DNA (i.e., not from known users) on various items.

1154

15. The levels of primary user’s DNA on regular use items such as furniture or objects

1155
1156
1157

around the home or office.
16. A study into the accumulation of contact DNA on items resulting from multiple
contacts from the same person.

1158

17. All studies used in the construction of the BN in this paper concentrate on DNA

1159

amount. The rate of degradation across the profile may also have some power to

1160

distinguish factors involved in transfer, persistence and recovery (particularly

1161

persistence). There are a number of experiments, that would be worthy of study in this

1162

area. For those experiments that have already been carried out (many of which we

1163

reference) the data already exists, it just requires analysis of a different measured

1164

variable.
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